Visions Feb 18, 2020
Saturday, February 22, 2020

7:10 AM

Tuesday, Feb 18, 2020 -The initial vision (unlike any I've had before):
I was at pastor's prayer at City on the Hill Church. At about 9:05-9:10 MST Pastor Brandon said he felt
the Lord wanted us to pray for China before we all went into the sanctuary. I had my eyes closed and, in
a vision, I saw what looked like a moonless night and stars which were small and all about the same size.
It was rotating like a vortex. When Brandon said amen it stopped and we went into the sanctuary for the
normal prayer time.
I knew the direction of the rotation was important but I didn’t remember which way it was so I inquired
of the Lord to show me the vision again. And he did - only in its fullness this time.
It was rotating counter clockwise and the stars were moving toward the center, then out of sight - like
the bathtub draining. It was doing this for about 7 to 10 seconds.

The vortex rotation stopped and suddenly a black (starless) hole opened up in the middle. Then it began
to rotate in a clockwise fashion but the stars remained in their relative position – not moving into or out
of the center. It was doing this for about another 7 to 10 seconds.
Then it began a totally different motion, almost like those waterslides that are through a tube that dump
you into a swimming pool – moving in different directions.
Then it ended. It was a positive, no negative feeling. Again, I inquired of the Lord what is this mean? I did
that several times with no answer and then he said “Ask the pastors.“
So I told the pastors there of the vision and asked if any of them knew what it meant because I didn’t even though I asked Him. It was quiet for two or three minutes and one pastor attempted to define it
and I didn’t feel like it was at all in the ballpark.
So I thought I would run it past Layne and now we are hoping that you, Ed, I can shed some light on this.
I looked up all the synonyms for the vortex - which wasn’t in the Divinity Code book or the Prophetic
Symbolism books that Thompson and Beal had written. The closest thing I found in the metaphor
dictionary that seemed right to me was whirlwind.
There were six meanings: Open heaven bringing: (1) Rapture; (2) Revelation (hearing the word of God);
(3) Resurrection; (4) Destruction; (5) Judgment; (6) About to have a heavenly encounter.
I’ll let Layne explain what he thought it was. Layne, the newer prophetic symbolism book had the sixth
possible meaning - ‘(6) About to have an heavenly encounter’ after I talked to you yesterday and that
may shed some light on this.
Sunday afternoon Feb 22, 2020 - Ed & Layne interpreting
Ed & I chatted for quite a while then conferenced in Layne. He was convinced that this was about China
because the vision started when we were praying for China at the 133 pastors prayer.
He said that God has a purpose for China and the rotation counterclockwise is that God is undoing things
in China, pulling down the ancient lights and strongholds - the evil that has been done in the past.
Shaking and stirring things.
Clockwise movement meant that He was intending to make right the evil that had been done in the
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Clockwise movement meant that He was intending to make right the evil that had been done in the
ancient days and the past. The fact that the stars were staying relatively the same distance from each
other meant that the hardship he was allowing on China was not making any difference or changing
leaderships minds. It was similar to the plagues that were put on Pharaoh and it was not doing anything
to change his mind but made him madder.
The following is what I was seeing after Ed & I started praying into my first complete vision:
I told Ed “I’ve got to tell you what I was seeing when you were praying. I started seeing it again - only
the stars were red, instead of white. And it was like I was rushing through this Vortex or tunnel - like I
was just flying through it - and I was going down through the center of it and then it started swirling.”
“It was like somebody was stirring it while it was still red, two vortexes-one on the left going clockwise
one on the right going counterclockwise - like they were touching each other and spinning. As it was
being stirred then they turned white again. They turned from red back to white, then back to the stirring
and just like total chaos was happening - just total chaos. They were going everywhere, every direction,
spinning just mixing.”
Anyway, I was like wow! I was starting to write down what was going on because so much is happening.
The red stars meant that there was anger & bitterness - actually war in the heavenly’s.
The chaos/stirring was the warfare that was going on with the Angels. Ed “I’m sorry heavenly war”,
war - OK. Yeah, it was pure chaos there after while and I’m not sure what was rushing through the
vortex of stars - what would that mean? Where it’s going? Ed said “He was actually taking you to that
region [China] so you can see what’s happening!"
Ed “I am really impacted”
The stars turned from red to white when Ed released the angels the Lord had appointed him to release
at this time.
Yeah, now I know why He said “ask the pastors” because if I hadn’t asked Layne then the vision wouldn’t
have gotten to you[Ed]!
Ed “as my primary gift is pastoral and he’s telling me lots of times to pastor the prophetic.”
There is a lot more detail of what Ed and Layne said in the linked mp3 file:
https://1drv.ms/u/s!Agdd-nknOB9sgbQO3gSxBWErRejYQw?e=mmWfbC

Vision Around March 10 - Oriental Women
I don’t remember exactly when I got this vision because I forgot to journal it! This was another black and
white (greyscale to me) vision:
I was praying into the previous vision, as Ed suggested, and suddenly I was in a room with multiple
women in it. The shades were closed and so it was fairly dark. They were all wearing the same hats and
they reminded me of the kind American nurses used to wear years ago but they were definitely oriental
to me.
My view reminded me of when my granddaughter was videoing - bouncing around with quick views of
the room. Then the focus was put on a lady closest to me. She turned and looked directly at me, like she
could see me and was surprised! She was definitely oriental, with a round face and I felt she was Chinese
(although Ed said she could also be Korean).
Then the vision ended. I searched the web but couldn’t find a oriental nurse’s hat like it. Ed asked if
maybe I was seeing an underground Chinese fellowship. I wasn’t sure at that time but more on it after
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maybe I was seeing an underground Chinese fellowship. I wasn’t sure at that time but more on it after
the next vision.
Vision Thursday morning, March 19 - Saturn-like planet
I was praying into the previous visions, in particular the dark room with the oriental women in it. I was
seeking God for more information on what that was.
He then showed me a black-and-white picture of what I will call Saturn because it had a single, wide
band with thick rings around it (all in the same horizontal plane). Suddenly, a giant astroid/meteor about
1/5 the size of the planet struck the rings directly and was obliterated. Debris fell onto the planet and
also went everywhere but the planet was unharmed. That was the end of the vision that had lasted
about five seconds.
In seeking wisdom from Layne Friday night, he said that generally a black-and-white version meant you
were in the second Heaven - which is Satan’s abode. He felt that it was saying that the Lord had stopped
some action that Satan was trying to do. Hope I got that right, Layne.
Layne suggested that I run this past Ed for clarification, which I did Saturday. He felt that the whole
series relates to the coronavirus issue that started in China, and saw that this ring was symbolic or a
metaphor for some kind of protection God is doing on the earth that is supernaturally going to destroy
the work of the enemy with the coronavirus. At this point, I also sense/believe that the vision of the
ladies in the dark room (probably the underground Chinese Church) were actually praying against the
coronavirus and God is showing that he heard and he is doing something in about it.
Remember this word I gave at church last week and then I asked the congregation to join me in prayer
at the end? Here is what I said last week (March 15, 2020):
“Many more ‘disruptions to the culture’ are going to suddenly rise up all over the earth [like what is
happening now with this virus]. See, I am bringing a great new level of authority & miracles that I am
giving to my authentic Christ-following Believers. This is not the only time there will be a sudden
disruption to normal culture. GREAT new levels of my power & authorities & miracles are here as well.
‘Behold, This Day I Appoint you over nations & kingdoms to uproot & tear down, to destroy &
overthrow; to build & to plant.’ ”
Vision Wednesday 3:30 a.m., March 25 - Chaos, war, half-vortex
I asked the Lord for more on the vision and was praying back into the vision. He showed me more stars
being stirred/chaos again - I think it was in red. Plus, this time, at the bottom right there was a vortex
rotating counterclockwise (I think). I couldn’t see the center of it. I am asking Him to show me again.
Vision Thursday 2 p.m.., March 26 - More on chaos, war, half-vortex
Finally, God revisited the last vision and clarified what I saw. It was still chaos and stars were red and the
same for the vortex on the bottom right and it was rotating, counter clockwise and only showing me half
of it. The stars appeared fixed relatively to each other though – not going down through the center like
in the first vision last month.
So, my take on it is this: that there’s still a battle going on but maybe not as many angels involved.
Whatever He is trying to get undone now is not happening/changing.
Ed, have those angels you released been pulled back that you know of? [Ed said “no”]

This is much deeper than just the coronavirus because from what we hear on the news it has peaked
and is on the decline in China - which, by the way, peaked about the same time that Ed released the
angels in February! Maybe God is not giving up on pulling down the old ancient strongholds?
Vision Saturday 10:30 a.m., April 25 More war in the heavenlies?
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Vision Saturday 10:30 a.m., April 25 More war in the heavenlies?
We were in a Corporate prayer Zoom meeting and about halfway through (10:30-ish) when I began
getting the next installment of the vision series. This time, instead of a black background of the stars it
was red! And the stars were all a brighter red. For a few seconds the vortex was rotating counter
clockwise (CCW), then reversing to clockwise(CW) and cycling back and forth for a time.
Then the stirring & chaos/shaking happened for a while, and out of that the vortices appeared again
cycling CCW then CW. As I watched, the CCW time was shrinking and the CW time was lengthening.
I asked the Lord to take me where it was happening (possibly N. Korea as it was in color) and I was being
transported through the star fields for a few seconds. Then I watched for an unknown length of time
(Sharon thought I was being rude and fell asleep during prayer). As I watched, the CCW time was
shrinking and the CW time was lengthening. All were still red.
Suddenly the stars were swirling - more chaos and shaking - as being stirred and everything turned blue!
It was like a medium dark blue with lighter blue stars/points of light. At that point I was interrupted as
the prayer time came to a close.
The whole thing lasted roughly about 20-25 minutes and I didn’t have a bad feeling for the event at any
time.
I believe the lord/Angels were winning the confrontation because the vortex was spinning Clockwise
much longer that the CCW rotation. Not sure what the change to blue meant exactly… Layne mentioned
communion & revelation, Addison says Revelation, Thompson & Beal say dark blue means Holy Spirit,
also Royalty/kings (Esther 8:15 Mordecai).
I’m beginning to think that this is as in Haggai 2:21-22 “I will shake the heavens and the earth. I will
overturn royal thrones and shatter the power of foreign kingdoms.”
Not so coincidentally, late last night I received a post from a local prophet named Charlie Holbrook and
in it was one of Lance Wallnau’s sessions. In it Lance reminded us of Kim Clement’s prophecies of 2009
and 2016 about Kim Jong-un.
Whose ‘throne’ is being overthrown now? North Korea’s Kim Jong-un! I believe I was taken to North
Korea to witness Kim’s battle for life and he lost! He may be either dead or technically brain-dead as Kim
Clement’s prophecy stated years ago!
“North Korea, North Korea shall become one, says the Lord. North Korea, your president is dead, he is
already dead. I have already written on the wall ‘Mene Mene Terkel Parsin’ (God had numbered [the
days of] Belshazzar's kingdom and delivered it up - interpreted by Daniel). God said, Your days are
numbered. You have been counted in the balances. Therefore, Kim [Jong-un], it is now time, now for
you to face this that you have done has been iniquitous. You are no longer alive. You are a vegetable.
You are brain dead and God said because of that, I will cause that to bring about unity in South and
North Korea and the greatest move of the Spirit will come from there.” Given April 4, 2009
Note: A modern parallel! This warning to Belshazzar was just before the reign of Cyrus. Trump has
become the modern-day Cyrus and Clement's warning was just before Trump took over

The communist regime may be hiding it but I think he is dead! If he isn’t dead already, he will be within
the next year and a half because I know I can see out at least that far. As always I could be wrong.
Prophets please judge this.
Vision Saturday Aug 1, 1045 a.m. - More violent war!
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Vision Saturday Aug 1, 1045 a.m. - More violent war!
After about 3 months of quiet on this subject, I saw ‘the vortices’ again.
The background of the stars was again red! And the stars were all a brighter red. For maybe 10-15
seconds the vortex was rotating clockwise(CW), then reversing to counter clockwise (CCW) for 5-10
seconds.
Suddenly there were 2, each rotating in opposite directions. The vision ended that way after about 30
sec.
I’m praying for clarification - no answer yet.
Vision Monday Aug 6, 2:45 p.m. - More ???
I was tired and sat down on the couch to take a quick nap. Somewhere in the process of that I asked the
Lord for clarification of Saturday’s vision and the visions started again.
The first image I saw was the Saturn-like planet in black-and-white. The difference between this vision
and the one I saw March 19 was that the whole planet was engulfed in a hazy, semi opaque
atmosphere - like smog (see sketch below). The vision disappeared as fast as it came. I saw it for no
more than about two seconds.
The next thing I saw was like this drawing that I have attached below:

There were four rotating circles (not vortices) of red stars/dots within a rectangle. It reminded me of
four automobile gauges on a rectangular panel. I saw it no longer than 30 seconds and there was no
change in the direction of rotation during that time.
I want to say that it seemed to have a darker red background but I am not sure. Also I don’t remember
the direction of rotation.
I’m currently in the process of inquiry of the Lord to show it to me again.
Layne’s first question to me about planet was “was the planet a blue color?” I couldn’t say because it
was in greyscale. He had a vision in the past about the blue planet so we looked up and found there are
four planets with rings and Uranus is a bluish color from ice created by temp of -371°F.
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Then Layne said that these visions are definitely symbolic in nature so from that standpoint we looked
up what the name of Uranus means Greek god of the sky.
Uranus (sky) and Gaias (earth) had a child named Cronus/Cronos or Kronos (not to be confused with
Chronos, the personification of time - thought we had something going on Boulder there for a bit)- God
of the harvest, was the leader and youngest one of the Titans. The Roman equivalent of his name is
SATURN! Hmmmm.
Cronos overthrew his father Uranus until he was himself overthrown by his son Zeus and was
imprisoned in Tartarus. I remembered that according to Jude 6, Tartarus is the place where the fallen
angels are thrown until the judgment.
Cronos' symbol is snake, green, sickle, scythe.
lane wanted to ponder on this and tie some things together.
So that’s about all I remember about this discussion. Correct me if I’m wrong on any of this, Layne.
Jan 10, 2021
While praying into my series of China visions, I had a vision of a large, brilliant cross for maybe 10-15
seconds. It subsided to the bottom and shrank in visibility then the cross and a Star of David came back
in full size and brilliance. It was on the right of the cross with a black background. I felt that I was to pray
for the Chinese Jewish believers also.
Feb 8, 2021
Praying "What do you want to show me today?", I see a 'cartoon helicopter' for a few seconds. It was in
a medium blue cartoon cloud and was yellow with orange trim and I believe the rotor blades were
orange. There was a person in it that I didn’t recognize.

I asked what this is and I'm suddenly rushing through black space and zooming past white stars. Then
the vision ends.
Divinity Code: Helicopter: (I) Christ or a ministry of salvation (rescue}; (2) Spiritual ministry; (3) Vertical
lift; (4) Quick ascension; (5) In danger of pride (quick ascension}; (6) Evil .
{1-3) Ps. 91:12; Matt. 17:27; Luke I:69;John 6:39; (4-5) 1Tim. 3:I, 6; I Sam.
15: I7; (6) 1 Pet. 5:8.

Feb 12, 2021
Awakened at 4 a.m. and prayed into this. The Lord told me to read Alex’s vision for me from last year
(also in February).
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